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Lecturer doubles Lindbergh flight
Teacher lands
with gas tank
almost empty
By Lorraine torgan
Daiiy staff writer
Aviation students at SJSU can
now learn from a world record
holder. On July 30, lecturer Charles
Mack made the first non-stop flight
in a single -engine plane from New
York to Paris and back again.
That’s twice the distance of
Charles Lindbergh’s trans -Atlantic
flight, although Muck’s modern
Beach Bonanaza plane hardly corn pares to Lindbergh’s curly model.
Sitting in a small, off-site faculty
office near the airport, Mack descibed what inspired him to attempt
the flight.
’When I was a fighter pilot and
crossed over the ’pond’ (the Atlantic
Ocean) many times. I realized that I
would like to be the first to fly nonstop from New York to Paris and
back again," he recalled. "A lot of
people try to tie this in with the Lindbergh flight, but there is no connection there whatsoever. I wanted to do
it because no one has ever done it.".
Mack had a safe, but risky journey. His flight to Paris went fairly
well despite a few problems with
wing ice, which he managed to escape by climbing to a higher altitude.
The return flight was a bit more
risky due to strong headwind% and a
limited supply of fuel. When he arrived in New York, Mack only had
four gallons of gasoline.
"I have to admit to feeling a bit
anxious on the way back to New
York, but a fighter pilot never gives
up.
We’re very
achievementoriented and very aggressive,"
Mack said.
Mack currently teaches aircraft
structure in the department of applied sciences at SJSU and said he
loves his job.
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Campus police
to crack down
on game brawls

By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
Sergeant I .eon Aguirre of the University Police Department promises
to make more arrests in Spartan Stadium during football games this year
unless spectator behavior improves.
Aguirre, who is head of stadium
security for football, said there were
a number of brawls lust year, particularly in the fraternity section.
"Most of them were caused b%
excessive drinking." Aguirre said
"We didn’t make as many arrests
lust year as we probably should
have. In most cases, we just broke
the fights up."
During certain games last year the
UPI) assigned as few as eight officers to stadium security. At least 16
officers for each game, and up to 30
for major contests, will be assigned
this year. This will make more arrests possible. he said.
"To take someone out of the stadium takes at least two officers,’’
Aguirre continued. "When you only
Daily stall photographer
Greg Walton
have eight officers to begin with.
you can see how quickly your manCharles Mack stands in front of the Beecherafl airflight doubled the distance covered by Charles Lind power diminishes."
plane he flew from New York to Paris non.stop. This
bergh’s trans-Atlantic flight.
Another possible solution to the
"I love young people because dents ask me why I did it, I just sim- about his 46 years of flying in the problem, he said, might be to stop
they’re still naive." he explained. ply tell them that someone had to do service.
beer sales at half-time. The officers
"I’m a tough teacher, but fair. I it," Mack said.
"I started flying when I was 21 will evaluate the situation at every
never put anything on a test unless it
Mack also taught some business years old." he said. "I was assigned game and will only take this step if
was covered in class. And all the stu- classes at SJSU in 1984. Sylvia to 33 combat missions during World they feel it is necessary.
dents do well. The students ranked Peaker. secretary in the business de- War II and have held several other
At last Tuesday’s Inter-Fraternity
me 4.8 on a scale from one to five. I partment, recalls. Since my husmilitary positions. Now. I’m a re- Council meeting, Vice President
think that’s pretty good. I do well. band is also a pilot. I spent some tired colonel, but I still feel as young Laurence Donoghue asked fraternity
and that’s why the students like time talking to Dr. Mack about his as in my earlier da) s as a pilot."
presidents to "make an issue" of
love for planes. He was a very
spectator brawling at chapter meetDuring the Daily’s interview with friendly man and got along well with
Mack still has that fighting spirit. ings.
If anyone were to steal his record, he
Mack, several of his students came the students."
There may have been a few
in to congratulate him on his record With reminders of his military said he’d get up there and take it brawls in the past, which really
breaking flight. "Whenever my stu- past on the office wall, Mack talked back.
didn’t go over well with the rest of

Taking over
’A person can’t be a good administrator
being isolated from the students’
Brody

Gerald
as director of career planning and
placement services by making the
center one of the best in the United
States, according to Cheryl Allmen.
the new interim director.
"We have grown into a top-notch
placement center because of Gerry’s
direction," Allmen said.
Allmen worked with Brody as associate director and felt that Brody
would put a lot of creativity and energy into his new position.
According to Public Information
Officer Richard Staley, President
Gail Fullerton also has confidence in
Brody.
"Since dean of student services is
a very demanding responsibility,
Brody is a very logical choice, especially because he is very student -

oriented," Staley said.
Brody has always made it a point
to meet individually with students,
even eating lunch with them in the
student cafeteria instead of the faculty cafeteria in order to be highly
visible.
Firmly’s concern for students
began years ago in Boston where he
served as president and manager of
The Personnel Collaborative, a
placement service active in college
campus recruiting.
As president. Brody did the hiring
for six New England states. He met
with recent college graduates to help
place them in the field. But he found
that counseling them while they
were still in school would be more
beneficial.
See DEAN. page 7
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Gerald Brody takes over as dean of Student Services

Former art student presents
talents in Student Union gallery

Eric Lindley Daily staff

photographer

Connie Schiff/. and Kathleen Arzaga study Eric Hoffman’s art in the S.U. art gallery

Sergeant Leon Aguirre,
University Police Department
the school," Donoghue said. "In
order to improve our image as an organization. I would like everyone to
cooperate together as Greeks."
Donoghue would not discuss possible punitive actions for Greeks.
saying that the IFC would vote on incidents if they arise.
"Right now I’m relying on the
guys to behave themselves. I’m not
saying that they can’t have a good
time," he said. "I love football
games and there’s nothing wrong
with cheering and screaming because it’s all in fun. I just don’t want
this place to turn into another Candlestick Park."
Coordinator of Greek Affairs
Nada Houston denied that spectator
fights were a major problem and said
that fraternities did not deserve all of
the blame.
"I’d like everyone to just forget
last year and move ahead," Houston
said. "Most of those fights did not
involve fraternity people."
Aguirre, apparently, disagrees.
"We’re putting a large number of
sworn officers in the fraternity section this year," he said.

Walters
appears in
AIDS film

New interim dean strives for increased student input
By Leah Pels
Daily staff writer
Gerald Brody is an administrator
who believes in student contact first
and paperwork second.
Brody, the newly -appointed interim dean of student services,
spends much of his time in meetings.
but also leaves time for "creating
and building student relationships."
The previous director of career
planning and placement services was
called in to fill the position left by
Robert Martin, who retired last semester after 32 years.
"Robert Martin was a superb
leader, and I in no way want to lose
ground," Brody said.
Brody will remain dean of student
services at least until the summer,
while a search committee is formed
to interview prospective candidates.
During that time, Brody does not
plan to be idle.
"I truly believe that nothing stays
the same. Things either get better or
worse and it might as well get better." Brody said.
Brody carried out this philosophy

’We (UPD) didn’t
make as many
arrests last year as
we probably
should have.’

Cru, who earned his bachelor of arts
By Martin Cheek
degree at SJSU and received his
Daliy staff writer
An art show featuring the works master of line arts degree from the
of SJSU graduate Eric Hoffman university in 1978.
opened to a champagne reception in
In addition to the galleries in New
the art gallery of the Student Union York and Paris, his work has apTuesday.
peared in San Jose, San Francisco
Hoffman’s work, which has ap- and Los Angeles.
peared in galleries in New York and
In the last few years, Hoffman has
Paris, is "both easily accessible and worked in France and other areas of
imponderable," said Ted Gehrke, Europe. "In 1984, I received a grant
Student Union gallery program di- from the French government to
rector.
travel in France and have an exhibi"When I started talking to some tion," he said.
of the people who I was going to
In Lyon, France, a local film proborrow (Hoffman’s pieces) from, I
found they had a supernatural attrac- ducer invited Hoffman and other artists to perform for video cameras.
tion to the work,’’ Gehrke said.
Hoffman painted a scene of the
Gehrke said that he enjoys absGolden Gate bridge while being
tract art work and that Hoffman is
filmed on a stage
an experience
one of the best abstract artists he has
he called "really hirarre.
seen.
Hoffman has used many different
’’There’s just so much interest, so
much action in his work," he said. kinds of materials in his career. He
"To me, his work just bristles with has worked with computer paper,
energy. It’s really fun to go into the sand, folding screens, boards, disphotographs,
Styrofoam
gallery and look at his show every carded
washed up by waves on the beach
day.
See ARTIST, page 7
’Hoffman, 36, is a native of Santa

Ii 1.Isa Hannon
Dady stall writer
SJSU student Jim Walters is receiving nationwide coverage because of an AIDS video in which
he is featured.
Walters, a member of the
American College Health Association Task Force on AIDS, appeared in the Aug. 20 issue of
USA Today.
Jim Brown, the director of information for Public Health Services. offered Walters a role in the
video, which urges the college
community to "reach out a helping hand to people with AIDS."
The video
"AIDS: Why
Should I Care makes three
points: protect yourself. protect
your friends and extend your
friendship to people with AIDS.
Although Walters is proud of
the video, he said that he wished
it had stressed the control of alcohol use more.
"I think that everyone, by
now, knows how AIDS is contracted. But after you’ve had five
pitchers of beer, all caution is
lost."’ he said.
The video covers a wide spectrum of information ranging from
how AIDS is contracted to ways
that one can support victims.
The video explains that disease
is not transmitted by holding
hands, sharing glasses, public
restrooms, or utensils, but rather
through the exchange of body tluIt advises the viewers to know
their sex partners, use condoms,
not share intravenous needles,
and not do anything to cloud their
judgment, such as abusing alcohol or drugs
"This (AIDS) is going on, hut
it doesn’t have to happen to you.
You have to know what the
boundaries are. Unfortunately,
sonic of us had to learn the hard
way," Walters, who has AIDS,
said in the video.
Robert E. Windom. assistant
secretary for health. said. "Help
people with AIDS by holding out
a helping hand."
He suggested people help by
driving AIDS patients to the doctor. taking them to the supermarSee tint, page 7
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Feelings mixed about
campus life re-entry
I always had mixed feelings about returning to
school after taking three years off, and once again I
,A:1, reminded why, when my friends dragged me
out one night after work.
After a long night of serving grilled Swordfish
.ind Stahl- Mahi to a hungry and impatient crowd at
a local seafood restaurant, we were all ready to relax My co-workers deoded on DR. Cooper’s. I must point out
here that I am 26 and
iii
seen companions
ti the evening were
appri ix ’,ninety 21. This
age gap was the source
of its ifitial hesitation
about becoming a student again. and it came
hack to haunt me.
N
My first hint that
may be 1) 13. Cooper’s
ss a.ti’( the place for me Denise Zapata
v, as on our approach to
the front door. About a block and a half away, we
could feel Pebbles’ "Girlfriend" reverberating on
the sidewalk.
1 %sulked through the door anyway and instantly realized I was not properly dressed to blend
in or. I should say stand out. sufficiently . Iliad entered the domain of the Spandex women.
The black and neon -colored Spandex pants and
dresses, coupled with minimum three inch pumps,
made my cotton miniskirt and flat shoes look like
the latest in convent wear.
I almost made a U-turn but then thought.
"How bad can it he?" I took a deep breath and
plunged into the c rim d
1 finally emerged from the bar with my first $4
itfi tip) drink when suddenly a drunken mute
reeled out of the crowd and knocked my drink into
the only open space on the floor. Actually. I could
onl . assume he was mute since he couldn’t say
anything. He just shrugged his shoulders and slithered hack into the crowd.
\li friends couldn’t understand my disgust,
s lice the xs erC having a great time.
It v.,is then that it finally sunk in that my idea
rel.iv mg was a comfortable chair, a good glass
( diaidonnnay. and some soft jazz. It definitely
not parading by a line of men, some dressed
. some dressed like geeks. perched like
%ultures against the main entrance of a pounding
nightclub.
Yet. I also realized that I still like my friends.
We’re lust different. I remember going to these
places and not finding anything ludicrous in the en% ironment at all.
I’m not sure if it’s maturity more than mere boredom with the same jostling nightclub scene.
1iatever the explanation may be. I know that I
have changed.
Wriggling my way through a crowd three deep
in front of the mirror in the women’s restroom at
D.B. (’ooper’s just to get out the door is something
I no longer have patience for.
I still have the patience I did when I was 21. I
iii choose to apply it in different areas of my life.
1 he demands of school. work, and my personal
relationships require a lot of time and attention.
The differences I felt before re-entering campus life have become more apparent the longer I
am here.
I still have mixed feelings about going back to
school. hut I also realize the natural social gap that
\iith age, doesn’t have to be a hindrance.
cOitiC
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Prophets predict destruction
"Some say the world will end in
fire, some say in ice . .
-Robert Frost
Imagine watching a late -night
movie some time in September when
a news bulletin comes on: "World
comes to an end film at II."
According to Edgar Whisenant. a
Christian fundamentalist from Arkansas. there’s a good chance that
the world will cease to exist on Sept.
12. He’s not alone in this belief.
Some other "born-again... base
made this claim.
Here’s a list of scheduled events
for Armageddon:
Sept. I I: Jesus Christ returns.
You can bet that the networks will
prepare for this one. Think of the ratings. The event just might save the
fall TV season, which didn’t look
promising after the writers’ strike.
Oct. 4: World War III begins.
Shortly after the Prince of Peace’s
arrival, the United States and the Soviet Union will initiate thermonuclear war.
Thirty -Seven weeks later. nuclear winter will start. Although the
winter has its downfalls. you will be
able to enjoy plenty of fantastic skiing. Even at night, because the snow
will he glowing with all that left-.
over radiation.
1995: The 1ANXI-year
Nov.
reign of Christ begins. During this
time, the dead will walk among the
living. It will be like those late -night
horror movies. "I Walked with a
Zombie," and "Night of the Living
Dead."
If we’re going to have all these
dead people roaming around, there
will be one hellish population problem. The planet’s current over-population of nearly five billion people,
plus maybe ten or fifteen billion
more awakened front their graves,
will create some terrible parking
problems. And those newly risen are

Martin Cheek
such poor drivers. too.
The other day. a man was on campus forecasting the soon -to-come
end of the world. He was standing
on a table in front of the Student
Union holding up a sign with a Biblical passage written on it. He shouted
at the crowds of students passing by
to prepare for the Judgment Day. No
one paid much attention to his
threats of eternal damnation, except
occasionally to snicker.
Not me. I was sincerely interested
in what he had to say.
"Excuse me, sir,
I said.
"Would you like to tell me your
story for the Spartan Daily?"
The prophet paid no attention to
me and appeared entranced in his
street preaching.
Louder, I said, "Excuse me sir.
I’d like to talk with you about your
story.’
The prophet cast his eyes down at
me. I explained to him that I was a
reporter for the campus newspaper
and would like to hear what he had
to say about the pending Apocalypse. When he realized that I was a
journalism student, he said, "Son,
why don’t you get an honest job? I
hear McDonald’s is hiring."
Recalling from my Sunday school
days that Jesus spent a lot of time
with prostitutes, tax collectors and

Letters to the Editor
Sorority singing is annoying
Editor.
I am responding to Katarina Jonholt’s column of
Aug. 31. I hear you loud and clear (emphasis on loud).
I suppose it was my own fault. This summer I
roomed next door to a sorority. Things were O.K. until
the beginning of school Then they started to sing songs
for rush One song v, as butchered so badly (not to mention so many tiniest I sang the original version out the
windiiw in proteq. But how could I forget the giggling

again

other dregs of society. I asked the
prophet if he thought Jesus would
spend time with journalists.
He told me he honestly didn’t
think so. I felt a little ashamed of
myself for being so low in the career
hierarchy of society.
I then asked him for his name for
my article, but he refused to give it
to me, explaining I would just misquote him as so many other newspaper reporters had done before me.
Somehow. I wondered, if he
didn’t trust me enough to tell me his
name. how could I trust his proclamation that the end of F.arth was
coming in less than a month?
With glee in his voice, he told me
how five to six million Christians in
the United States would be instantly
lifted up to heaven while everyone
else in the nation would have a slow
broil in hell.
When the prophet and I parted, he
told me that he would pray for my
soul and I thanked him for the gracious gesture.
Men have been predicting the end
of the world as long as there has
been organized religion. Perhaps,
it’s a way of keeping the masses in
control. Threaten the common folk
with the wrath of the gods and
they’ll be too afraid to question the
priest’s authority.
Unless I missed something in my
history classes, so far the world
hasn’t made its final bow despite
what the doom -sayers of each generation have said. Perhaps, instead of
running around screaming that "The
world’s going to end. I’m going to
heaven and you’ll bum in hell," we
can roll up our sleeves and take steps
to make our time on Earth as worthwhile as possible.
I’m sure that will please the Prince
of Peace more than shouting that
there’s no way to stop Armaggedon.

Materialism and democracy are not only
walking hand in hand, but performing
sadistic sex acts under the covers.
What should be the foundation of our
has
fair and complete representation
society
become at the lowest levels a greed -motivated
activity.
Voting, every American’s right and duty, is
being financed by the rich.
The puppets on the wealthy’s strings, bounty
hunters, are quite visible and vocal right here on
our campus. They are performing both a service
and a disservice as they register students for profit.
While they make it easier to register to vote .they practically shove the clipboarded registration
forms into strolling students’ faces. They don’t do
it out of any desire to better the world, but because
they get paid for each signature.
Unofficial sources say they get $2 for each
Democrat and $3 for each Republican with the
proper demographic profile. Each organization will
pay bounty for only targeted groups 18- to 24 year -old black or Hispanic Republicans, for example.
Some of these bounty hunters make $2004300
a day. They are paid both by the national party
organizations and privately financed by special
interest groups.
Campus student Republican and Democratic
clubs are also registering students on campus. They
also make money, but the money they make goes to
the campus club.
Other registrars will donate the money they
could make back into the party, but not the campus
bounty hunters.
These guys are about as political as potato bugs.
Many did not know who Dan Quayle was when
questioned this week.
A student could begin making a responsible
decision for democracy by registering with a
campus club instead of the monitarily-motivated
bounty hunter.
Ambitious bounty hunters not only search out
more lucrative Republicans by stalking malls and
other places of high economic potential, but will
also attempt to influence more naive voters into
registering Republican instead of Democrat.
Idon’t believe our system of democracy was
created to maintain the status quo, keeping the
rich in power just because they retain the
dubious virtue of being rich. And I don’t believe
this licentious union represents a positive direction
for our country to follow.
There are other examples of money unfairly
influencing our political climate.
Last year, more than $63 million was spent by
congressional lobbyists trying to influence our
national representatives. Paula Parkinson, Quayle’s
insurance lobbyist and alleged weekend playmate.
was cheap in comparison.
This $63 million is only the publicly declared
lobbying costs of direct mail and publicity. Many
dinners and travel excursions go unpublicized.
Phillip Morris spent over $2.5 million on direct
mailing alone to oppose any federal increase in
tobacco taxing.
If the voting public does not take a strong stand
opposing such lobbying, our politicians will
certainly be seduced by the monied influences.
As voters we have an obligation to purify our
system of democracy, so that it will serve the poor
as well as the wealthy. We can only do this by
lending our vote to the November election.
The first important step is registering.
Less than 41 percent of all 18- to 24-year-olds
voted in the 1984 presidential election. It obviously
was not enough to infuence theReagan administration. Student loans have been restricted during his
reign, and why not?
Rich kids don’t need student loans. Their
daddies pay their way through Stanford and Santa
Clara universities.
Rut many of us at SJSU do depend on a
financial aid foundation that has been shaken and
threatened under Reagan. It is only through our
direct participation in democracy that this issue and
many others affecting our futures will be legislated
in our favor.
Students comprise a sizable sector of the voting
population. We could have definite clout if we
chose to use it. The choice has to be made and
excercised.
In 1960, John F. Kennedy won the presidential
election by less than one vote per precinct. A poll
conducted and published this week showed
Dukakis and Rush running neck to neck in
California, and like 1960, each vote will make a
difference.
This year we all have the responsibility for our
nation’s future and our own futures.
Local issues and races as well as national ones
will be decided on the next ballot -- all having
potential impact on our lives.
Only we can prevent money from deciding the
the issues.

and seteeching.!

Attention, Artists!

(It course there was another sorority down the street
competing. with a similar ritual. And the worst part is I
would walk around singing these things! At the time I
was too shy to yell anything out the window, hut now I’ll
talk
Oh, and by the way, I regret to say I cannot room
with you Katarina, hut I haven’t lost my hearing yet.
Aimee Neaudrot
Senior
Advertising

Are you handy with a pen? Do you
have an interest in politics or social issues? Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Regular contributors can even sign up
to earn university credit. Just bring a few
samples of your talent.

Campus police too rough
I..ditor.
Is it necessary to have three campus police officers
subdue and trap a man because he was speaking to himself?
And place him in handcuffs. too?
I didn’t know library disruption was such a serious
crime. It makes me wonder why a psychiatric patient has
difficulties dealing with a normal society.
Julie Angelos
Senior
Advertising

-rHe sPia2rr CF

Anyone interested in contributing either political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a caseby-case basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, editor in chief, or Mike Lewis,
Forum Page editor at 924-3280.
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Talking Heads

Nixon lost awareness of office taping

Richard
WAS, N.GTON (AP)
Nixon’s Ruiner top aide says the
37th president not only was reluctant
to install an extensive taping system
in the White House, hut that he
quickly lost awareness that his every
conversation was being recorded.
"The historiography of the Nixon
adminisuation sk ill eventually be
much the tidier as a result of Richard Nixon’s decision to tape-record
his meetings and telephone conver- Haldeman writes. "For a short time,
sations," writes H.R. Haldeman. 1 worried that it might not he work
Nixon’s onetime chief of stall. ing , and I dispatched someone to test
"Nixon was not thinking it histori- the machinery. But the %wiry
think he could make a better ans when he made this decision. hut quick ly passed, as did any ass arctic..
at all that Nixon’s conversations
choice. The guy (Quayle) has al- they will be the ultimate belief-n:1a
in conversations. often
we, e
ready contradicted himself several ries...
Haldeman discusses the origin of being taped. I think Nixon lost his
times." Abdella Amino. Senior.
awareness
of
the system even more
the taping
stein. which provided
Accounting.
the es ’dents that esentually drove quickly than I did."
That dovetails with Nixon’s oun
Nixon from Mice m the Watergate
scandal. in the summer issue of Pro- memory that ’’initially I was conlogue. the quarterly publication of scious of the taping, but before long
I accepted it as part of the surround
the National An:Imes.
Haldeman’s latest account is ings."
Haldeman says his book 10 years
much sot e] in tone and less critical
of Nixon than v, hen he described the ago focused on the Watergate scan
same events m a 1978 book, "The dal that drove Nixon from office in
1974 and that. "It was unfortunatelv
Ends of Pow er.
"It is ulna/1’1g to me when 1 think sensational in many instances where
back to the first days, weeks and I would have preferred it to be more
months 01 the taping sy stem’s exis- reasoned and thorough."
Nixon fired Haldeman in April
tence him quick Is I tor,,,ot ;thou( IL’

’Initially I was conscious of the taping,
but before long I accepted it as part of
the surroundings.’

Do you think Bush would benefit by Choosing
another running mate?

"I think it ss (Mid hurt Bush to
drop him now ." Bruce Lamborn,
Senior, Psychology.
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"The way it seems now, he
should. Quayle’s reputation has hurt
the campaign tremendously. I reall)
think he has no chance." Vuri
Nam, Senior, T.V. Broadcasting.

H.R. Haldeman,
former Nixon aide

his part III the attair In the hook he
said Nixon had "fudged" the tape
story in s arious ways. "climaxing
with the assertion on television in
1977 that he had ordered me to destroy all of the tapes
There is no
reference to thai in the Prologue article.
’Nixon abhorred the idea of taping the president’s meetings and
klephorie consersabons,’ Haldeman writes. He said he and Nixon
discovered the taping system of his
predecessin . 1.v ndim B Johnson. on
inauguration ,las and that the new
president ordered it temoved

310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

Call 297-WERX

"I don’t think it really matters. I
don’t want to see him in the White
House anyway." Anne Milliken,
Senior, Nutritional Science.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a dads t.alemiar
for S.I.SV student. fa, Hits and ’tall’
111(11
1,rginti:imans. hem,
be submitted an farms in the Dail\ office.
OHIO), licurel flail R. MI 20.N. hut
t,
nat he at VI’Pied oler the phOlie
Deadline for the next day’s publication IS MUM.

lion: Double feature. "Oh God and discussion, 8 p.m. For informa
lion call 294-8311.
TUESDAY

!fillet Jewish Students Association: Meeting, 7 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center. For information
call 294-831 I .
Rotaract: Meeting. 7 p.m., Colo
TODAY
nnade Apartments, 201 S. 4th
Intramural Flag Football: Sign up Street. For information call 920
at Student Activities and Services 2 196.
Offices before Sept. 9. For infonnaExecutive Council of Business Stufion call 924-5956.
dents: Business Fang:. 9 am. Intramural Volleyball: Sign up in p.m., in front of the Business Build
Student Services. For information ing. For information call 289-9443
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U.S. swimmer granted
arbitration hearing

Wrestlers cope with loss of team
By Reggie Burton
Way stall writer
It is (s a m

and the sound of an
alarm clock tills Greg Eissner’s
room Sluggishly , he reaches for
the snowe button.
1 ash tall. I issuer could begin
his morning vs iii; a .6) -minute
run. then look tor vv aid to spending time alter , lasses ci inditurntug. getting himself read) for the
is rest Ii uug SeaSim
It Is 110M It. 10

a m

and the

alann Nu

3g3Itt This time,
is.oit knims he must get up. It
is the list sla of classes at San

Jose State ’Inv ersity
Fissnei grabs a banana, gets
dressed, packs his work clothes in
a plastic. hag and is flit to school.
He must is or), at ter classes to
help pay tuition for his last year at
SJSI.
I issuer’s former teammate
Robert Nieto has two weeks of
summer v acation left before starting school
People think he has it made.
They say "Cool. then you
don’t hav e
rim, about parking
tor atiothci two ceeks.
"( ;rear more time to spend at
the beach. Robert." thinks another
In !co weeks. \ tett) will begin
classes at West Valley College.
issuer and Nieto were both
members ot the SJSC
restling
team. M ii ich along c ith three
other sports was cut on May 12 in
a decision by University President Gail Fullerton.
An injunction filed by the Associated Students to halt the elimination of wrestling, track and
field, cross country and field
hockey was denied August 23.
The Student -Athlete Support
Program is replacing the four
axed sports. This program includes drug education, academic
ads isement a strength and conditiring program. and a National
(iuiii-s’
ire \iirieti Association comBig Vv est r rorinerly
pliance program

pi
hi
.40#A

The football and basketball
programs are the ben,..ficiaries of
the support program.
For Eissner, Nieto and more
than RX) other 51St’ athletes,
dreams has e been deterred and
goals have been shattered.
"My goals %sere definitely sli, ii
down:* said Eissner, a three year
starter in the 126 -pound bracket
El...net was 16. 15-1 last season.
second on the team to Shane
Baum. is ho no longer attends
SJSU.
"They (Fullerton and Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman) waited
so long to make a decision, there
was no place for me to go.Eissner said.

10 % off Nexxus Products
Dave Erickson Daily stall photographer

Eissner and Nieto agree that it
couldn’t have taken much.
"Our budget runs somewhere
around S20.(XX), which includes
our coach’s salary (Kevin Hejnal), equipment and travel. The
track coach (Marshall Clark)
makes $50,(XX) alone." Nieto
said.
Some of the displaced athletes
gathered their personal belongings and left for their summer vacations, never to return to SJSU.
Others have returned, only to
find that the sport that brought
them to the university is part of
the past.
Greg Eissner hopes to pursue
his goal of going to the NCAA
wrestling tournament and earning
All-American acclaim Rut for

1986 team and was all-PCAA. He is
has good competition.
"I think that we’re going with almost fully recovered from a broken
On paper. Saturday’s Big West quality depth at outside linebacker. leg sustained in an automoblie acciConference season -opener between And I feel the addition of Moss and dent.
Knoll has focused on simplicity
SJSU and New Mexico State in Las Noa has made more of an impact
Cruces shouldn’t provide much enthan any other people. They add and fundamentals in NMSU’s traintertainment.
power, strength and running ability ing camp.
"We have to concern ourselves
Unless, of course, you enjoy to our defense."
Spartan blowouts.
Steve Moore, a 6-foot -2, 226- with Lutz and the multiple formations
that they run," said Knoll."
In the four previous meetings pound linebacker, who has been
since 1984, the Spartans have out- praised as a"tremendous surprise" We just want to stay basic and play a
scored the Aggies 148-16.
by Gilbert. will start over Lloyd For- more physical, turnover-producing
defense."
And to complicate matters, as of rest. Forrest was a member of the
Wednesday. NMSU Head Coach
Mike Knoll had not decided on his
starting quarterback and will not
make his decision until after his
team’s final scrimmage today.
And Help
The Aggies have four people en
High School Students Earn Theirs!
tered in a "quarterback derby" c ith
junior Phil Vinson and sophomore
Mike Reneau being given the most
Earn 1-3 Units of
serious Consideration.
Daily staff writer

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT

(415) 364-4500

New Initiated- Members
Lisa Castrio Christine Lugton
Gina Donofrio Michelle Sitvestre
Heidi Kiefer g\deves Straaberg
_lithe LaPorte
Kristen Wall
Keri Settle
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Get Ns and B’s for your parents,
and a CD for yourself
Try a Macintosh today-you
may win a Sony Disctnan.
Now that a new school year is
under way, we have an idea that’ll
make both you and your parents

Credit as a Tutor*
Project Upward Bound
%%TLC #219

college -bound

once weekly!

On

students
campus!

r- F

mmimmimmihmmi

feel a bit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh" computer to
help with our homework.
Then you’ll never have to spend
another all-nighter retyping a paper
just to purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You’ll be able to
crank out assignments that look as
though you bribed a friend in an
school.
And with an amazing new
program called HyperCard
which jlISI happens to come
packaged with every Macintosh
you can easily gore, organize, and
cross-reference research notes to
your heart’s content.

1 ,

Back to School
25% off Everything
Stock up Now and Save!

"I think Kevin Evans has probably been the hit of our fall camp,"
said Gilbert. the PCAA Coach of the
Year ill 1987. "He has good site (6 foot -4. 200-pounds). is a tremendous receiver and is very gifted.**
In the two areas which were Of the
in,,st concern. linebacking and the
.1 tclisive backfield. Gilbert said he

Work at S.J.S.U. sponlng events.
Must be 18 and clean cut EO.E. ,
Call James

Congratulations

now he must work to pay his tuition, something his scholarship
took care of in the past.
There is anger and resentment
toward the university, but as a finance major, Eissner knows the
name of this game is money. An
upgraded Division IA football
and basketball program could
generate some money in the future.
For the 20-year-old Nieto, a
promising career continues at
West Valley, hut the bitterness
will remain.
A lot of people ended up having to stay at (SJSU)." Nieto
said. "Rut I have a chance to pursue my goal, which is now to
transfer to a four-year and go to

9 2 4 - 2 5 6 7 / 9 2 4 - 2 5 70

"There’s no doubt that they lost a
lot of players. They lost game experience." said Knoll, whose team is
looking to improve on last year’s 2-9
record, 0-7 in the PCAA."Rut we
don’t feel that they’re going to have
much of a drop-off in talent.’
What remains for SJSU is the
nerve factor acquired in game situations.
"So far they have shown the ability to do it." said SJSU Head Coach
Claude Gilbert about his new starters. "Now it’s just a matter of reacting in a positive way once the season
starts.

Great part-time job
for
S.J.S.0 Students
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Robert Nieto, Greg Eissner peek into old practice room

HI Sean Muicastrr

*Tutor

The Americus swimmer said the
test mistakenly read her birth -control
pills as prohibited steroids.

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

Spartans look to extend winning streak over New Mexico State Aggies

See

The 2I -year -old Myers, expected
to be a strong contender in five
swimming events in Seoul next
month, is as removed from the
Olympic team Sunday after failing
two drug tests.

TUES - FRI. 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM

SJSU football season opener:

In the Spartan’s 57-6 rout last
year. Vinson showed good mobility
he had to
while scrambling front a relentless pass rush. He
also threw four interceptions.
Although the Spartans returning
starters have been decimated - four
total
Knoll feels that the corn
pie\ ion of this year’s SJSU team is
110«1131 different.

conterence-call telephone.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP c" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"

.le
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SHIMAMERICLIS. Ga. (Al’?
ming star Angel Myers, disqualified
troni the U.S. Olympic team, will
get an arbitration hearing today before U.S. Swimming Inc.. the
sport’s governing body in the United
States.
Family spokeswoman Mary Ann
Fenessy and U.S. Swimming executive director Ray Essick said Tuesday the hearing would be held by

SPORTS

A 21 -year-old finance major.
Eissner has one more year of eligibility left. Rut due to the timing
of the decision to cut the programs and the ensuing injunction.
schools had already given out
their scholarships or were not
willing to waste one on a student
with one year left.
He feels the timing was not coincidental.
"She knew what she was
doing." Eissner said. "Gail Fullerton has been trying to cut the
(wrestling) program for three
years. She has never liked the
sport...
For Nieto, who was a redshirt
freshman on last year’s team (he
did not wrestle, so he has four
years of eligibility remaining),
having his future still ahead of
hint does not ease the pain of
transferring.
"I wish they had more consideration." said a bitter Nieto.
"We should have had at least a
year in advance. It wasn’t impossible to raise the money. This
way I’m losing units.**
There has been speculation as
to how much money it would
have taken to fund the team Both

1988/Spartan
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And if that isn’t enough reason
to lo ik at a Macintosh today, here’s
another:
Right now, you have three
chances to win one of Sony’s
Discman’" CD playersincluding the exciting Sony Pocket
Discman, which also plays
the new 3-inch CDs. And
even if you miss out on
the CD player, you may
still win one of 15 Apple
T shirts. No strings attached
--jug fill out a registration
form at the loGition listed
below.
So come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh.

If not for yourself, do it for
ak
your folks.
The power to be your best:"

Entcr August 29th-Septunther nth
Spartan Bookstore’s Computer Dept.
ring pp 11.1111..1k
stop In the tomplitrr ilepotwp1
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Smash SJSU theatre season expected
By Zac Shess
Dady stall writer
With budget cuts constantly bombarding the SJSU community. one
department is once again gearing up
for a successful season.
"This is our most innovative and
creative season because we have our
usual typical wide range of comedics
to stage musicals, plus were bringing in a professional and a raunch
comedy, ’’said director of Theatre
Bob Jenkins.
Professional playwright Amlin
Gray will be in residence at SJS(’
from February 1 -March IS. While
here, Gray will write and oversee
r, production of his play. It will pre, mier at the University Theatre on
; March 31.
In February. the Dell ’Ane Players, a professional company, will
; perform "Performance Anxiety."
Ticket sales are going well.
according to University Theatre publicist Mary Ann Evans. "We have
more renewals than last year."
. Due in part to brisk ticket sales.
4, the theatre department enjoys financial success.
1
"We’re in the black." Jenkins
said. "We have a good subscribing
base and we have received a small,
essential subsidy from Associated
Students."
The department also received lottery money which enabled it to feature Amlin Gray next spring.
With the exception of the professional productions, the plays’ directors are SJSU theatre professors.
Evans said.
Students generally have a four- to
six -week rehearsal period. Usually
the first production of the year requires a shorter rehearsal time.
The 1988-89 University Theatre
-season opens September 30 with
,Oscar Wilde’s "The Importance of
.Being Earnest." The cast for this
19th century British satire should he
decided next week.
.
"The play is rich in language, the
focus is in the language with not so
much physical action. It’s really del -

ENTERTAINMENT
’We’re in the black. We have a good
subscribing base and we have received
a small, essential subsidy from
Associated Students.’
Bob

Jenkins,

Theatre Director
icately structured and fine tuned.
Evans said.
"It satirize,. the Vioorian society,
the upper class," Director Hal J.
Todd said.
It has some terribly
witty lines that turn ideas and morality upside down."
Todd believes the cast is strong.
but will be tested.
Its a challenge to create the
brittle, clever style and the period
(the 189(1’s) for the audience, and to
make it sparkle. It’s hard to make
something sparkle for the audience," he said.
Adding to the British wit, will be
the elegant dress of the Victorian
era.
"They are very special. It is a
lovely costume period," Todd said.
The famous musical, "West Side
Story." will begin November I I.
"That’s our musical for the
year," Evans said. "It’s an open
casting play and we want to bring in
different actors, singers, and dancers
from outside the theatre department.
We want to branch out throughout
the community, there are so many
international pockets in this area.
’We need the entire university.
We can’t cast ’West Side Story’
from within the theatre department .
The spring half of the season
opens February 1 I with "Performance Anxiety. The spoof concerns itself with sexual protection

that features physical comedy and
sudden plot reversals.
The Dell Arte Players will perform the comedy and it will give the
students a first-hand opportunity to
work with a professional theatre
company.
Opening March 3 will be the yet
unknown Amlin Gray production.
Originally Gray was to begin work
on "The Crossroads" centering on a
military trial and U.S. Senate investigation. Although there is no play
idea, Evans is not worried.
"That’s theatre, it’s to be expected." she said.
When a play is selected, the students will be given a unique opportunity.
"Most of the time the scripts are
already done, but with this, students
get to see something from the bottom
up, Evans said.
"I’m not worried at all," said
David Kahn, assistant theatre arts
professor." In fact, it fits right into
what we’re trying to do, which is to
give him a place to develop his play.
"What playwrights need is a
theatre where they can work out their
plays, like a laboratory," he continued. "He (Artilin) will be a resource
for the entire department."
’’It’s a constructive process that
involves many different facets of
theatre." Evans said.
Students will be able to give the

work their 11W ii personal touch. "It it
goes to Broadway, (students) can
say ’1 made that role, ’’ Kahn said.
Opening March 31 will be Dance
Theatre ’89. It will feature a combi
nation of jazz. classical, and modern
dance.
The collaboration will use stu
dent, faculty, and guest choreogra
phers. Last season featured award.
winning choreographer
Michael
Smuin. Smuin won a Tony Award
for his work in the Broadway musical, "Anything Goes "
The final product iii ot the season
will be the ancient Greek conk* .
"I.ysistrata... written by Ansi,
phanes in 411 B.C.
’It’s a very rich woman’s play
that has a balance of men and
women." Evans said. "It’s one of
the first anti -war plays that deals
with how women use their infuences
to create a peaceful environment.’’
Ticket prices ary front WV() for
general admission. Students and se
niors prices ri ill run $5 and $6. Sea
son ticket prices are $36 for genei a!
admission $27 for seniors and sill
dents. For ticket information, call
924-4551.
The University Theatre is located
at Fifth and San Fernando streets.

.,
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Shakespeare Fest kicks off in San Francisco
By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer
Everything will be "As You Like
It" this weekend in Golden Gate
Park.
The San Francisco Shakepeare
Festival’s 1988 season officially be-gins Sept. 5.
Free performances will be pre’1
- sented in the meadow east of’Golden
Gate Park’s Flower Conservatory.
7 located on John F. Kennedy Drive.
The weather is expected to be
- good, so pack up the car with food,
blankets, and other picnic goodies.
Performances at 1:30 p.m.. with
beer, wine and other concessions
available.
Free Shakespeare in the Park has
4
enjoyed enormous success in its six’ year history, with last year’s production of "Much Ado About Nothing"
attracting record audiences and rave
reviews.

RESERVE

’Fins success has been reflected III
the group.s budget, which has grown
from $5.(XX) in 1983 to a quarter of a
million dollars for the 1988 season.
"Our actors and production crew
represent the finest talent in the Bay
Bobby
producer
said
area.
Winston.
The director of the perfiirminces
is Eureka Theater’s Richard Seyd.
Seyd has previously directed the
world premiers of "Every Moment"
and "The Wash." In addition. he received the Bay Area Critic’s Circle’s
best director award for "Cloud
Nine."
This year’s Shakespeare Festival
production features acclaimed local
actors Sigrid Wurshmidt as Rosalind
McShane
as
Micheal
and
Touchstone. Sets and costumes are
designed by Barbara Mesney and
Beaver Bauer.
Winston says his plans for 1988

OFFICERS’

include "an intensified focus on the
quality of the production and on expanding our Shakespeare in the
Schools Program."
Last year Shakespeare in the Park
expanded its program to include
Shakespeare in the Schools, a cooperative project with the San Francisco Unified School District
After receiving preview visits
from the actors, students from three
Bay Area schools attended special
perforniances in Golden Gate Park.
The actors went to the schools to
discuss Shakespeare and answer students’ questions. ,
"Their expertise and willingness
have played a major role in our ability to expand Shakespeare in the
Schools," said Winston.
Performances are expected to last
approximately two hours and 15
minutes. The 1988 season will close
Oct. 9.
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Sign up for audition times
before Tuesday Sept. 6
on the
Greenroom Callboard
in
Hugh Gillis Hall
5th and San Fernando
S J.S.U.
For more information call (408) 924-4551
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"THE DASE CO-OP PROGRAM IS LIKE
A COURSE IN REAL LIFE."
"The big thing It offers is experience, and that’s what commies look for.
There are things I’ve learned on the job that I couldn’t learn lo school."
The Department of the Army Scientific and Engineering
(DASE) Co-op Program provides ROTC students the
opportunity to work in a Department of the Army facility
while still in college. Each is paid while getting practical
work experience in a high-tech facility. Selected students
also receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance per year and
the opportunity for continued employment after graduation.
’lb be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate program leading to a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application procedures,
contact the Chairman of the Co-op Department or Ben
Harris at 924-2928. Or stop by Room 310, MacQuartie Hall.
Stadests are selected ea a competitive bails.
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAN TAKE.
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"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On The Road For-Public Insurance

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance . It’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

1-800-345-1995
CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE
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Campus disregards fall fashion guidelines
44 Students choose comfort,
develop their own style
Hy I.isa Hannon
Daily staff writer
Are you dressing lull fashion or
coinforf! Are you the type of person
who spends hours with your head in
the closet when choosing an outfit’?
Or are you the one who.s always sty Looking around campus, you are
bound to notice that there is no distinct "SJSU-style." Anything goes.
Yet, that’s not what the fashion
world has announced for the fall
line-up of clothes.
According to Amber Robinson.
district manager of northern Cal itiunias Merry Go Round. the fall ash ion is making a heavy statement in
both men’s and women’s clothing.
"Pasymetrics is the ’newest thing
on clothing." she said.
Pasymetrics is the embroidering,
patch work, tasselling on shirts and
jackets. Bright -colored tassels hanging from shoulders, star patches on
jackets, and cording stitched onto
the shoulders in wiggling designs are
selling well in the stores. Robinson
said.
Leather and suede is a hot combination this fall.
"Suede is making a heavier
statement than it did last year." Kohinson said.
If you go into the stores looking
for a leather jacket. most likely you
will find the leathers with suede appliqued onto the shoulders, cuffs and
collars.
Another type of leather is the distressed leather. Distressed leather is
a worked and worn -looking leather.
more commonly equated with the
bomber jacket.
Leather is also appearing on the
fall collection of sweaters. Leather
shoulders are most common, but the
material is also used to create designs on the front of the sweaters.
Robinson said.
Color is the biggest change of the
season. Caroline Requa, manager of
The Limited in Eastridge, said that
a.
the hot new fall colors are olive
green, forest green and various
ranges of plum,
Robinson said that pastels are fading away, making room for bright,
Mark Studyyin Daily statf photographer bold new colors.
Jeans are also in the firing line of
Senior Kris I .askow ski wears shorts to beat the heat
change. According to Rohir siin.
acid -wash jeans are out this ye,nn hut

Entertainment
on campus
and beyond
Hello and welcome to the Spartan
Daily’. Entertainment section.
This is our opportunity to let y
know V. hat is happening on campus.
in San Jose. and throughout the entire Bay area
Whether you’re new to campus.
or are returning for the umpteenth
time. the Entertainment page is the
page to read.
You’ll find a wide variety of suh
cokered here, from upcomm:
social and cultural events to act],
ities that are pealed specifically tot a
stars ing college student’s budget
Each Thursday
let you knovi ot
everything tiom kk hat’s happened, to
,A hat’s going on. to yk hat s ahead.
Prek les\
es ieks s and general
,imonentary s. ill he included on
mos its, restaurants. albums, and
any thing else deemed "entettain
inc
The Entertainment page is. lilt
than any other section of the Dai[.,
designed and geared with the read
er’s lifesty le in mind.
We hope you enjoy v,hat’s pie
sented here in the weeks to come,
and welcome your response. Questions. comments, and accusations regarding the Entertainment section
may he passed on to the Dail) office
in the second floor of Dwight Bente’

SORORITY
RUSH
SIGN UP TODAY
RUSH BEGINS FRIDAY SEPT. 2
. 2:00 PM Orientation in the amphitheater
. 3:30 PM House tours
* Rush Handbooks will be available at Rush table

For more information Call 924-5900
SUREC
AQUATIC CENTER

wash and powder wash ate
hanging around.
The nessest fashion statement in
jean. is color -treated denim. They
ale leans that ha N e been dyed green.
red. plum, but you can still see the
blue denim beneath the dye.
Another new jean color is the indigo blue jean. This is a deep and
dark blue color
(hie ot lie sty It’s for women going
out is the Marilyn Monroe-type
pants. These are the tight. cotton
stick+ pants that stop at mid -calf.
They are being replaced by denim.
full- length stretch pants.
A classic that %%omen’s fashion is
losing is the :nom skirl This garment
has gone in and out of style several
times. This season. it’s on its way
out at:coldin,e to Robinson.
"The nom is out and the maxi is
in." she said. The maxi skirt is
shaped the same as the mini, but the
maxi’s hem length is just above the
knee. It is also just as body forming
as the mini skirt
-It’s ck’liiintely out of the major
mai keis like l’utope. London. and
alksis,it and it’s slowly workSall
ing ICs v..1 out of the rest of the
fashion niti Id
This season.

men can go either
w ay . essy or denim.
Caidigans are in for men, especially it tltey are in the new fall colors and have the leather shoulders inlayed.
’They designersi %%ere caught in
a mode of choosing V, hat colors for
men to wear. It seems like the men
got the sanie colors every year,
ks lute the ksomen are getting new
coloi s. Kohinson said.
Hie colors for men are the same as
lot %% omen. hut they also have one of
their on in Mustaid Yellow is its
Hanle it looks nisi like it sounds.
Sonic sty Ie. Lill in the unisex category
The "Avtator ’ and the
"Biker’ looks are two examples
The Aviator is the distressed
leather bomber jacket with jeans.
The Biker is the denim jacket with
pasy metric mkt!, s of distressed
leathei is ith patches and zippers on
the arms and the chest of the jacket.
Another type of Biker jacket is the
typical dark leather with a design on
the back - usually depicting a club
or.orgamiat it
K tint It mg. a sophomore, works
at Jean Nicole it Eastridge Mall. She
...aid she has minced that casual wear
is selling this fall.
I’cople are going for comfort

Mark Studyvin Daily staff photographe
Alan Mok and Tracey Sakumoto sport summer looks
first and fashion second," she said.
Requa noticed that people are
buying what looks good on them,
rather than what fashion is dictating.
"Most people wil try it on and if it
looks awful they won’t buy it. even
if it’s trendy," she said.
Looking around campus. comfort
seems to be the general rule. Shorts.
mini -skirts, tank tops. jeans. Tshirts, and sweats are the uniforms
of the majority of the students.
Shelly Hutton, a liberal studies
major, said that she dresses for fashion and comfort.
"I can’t afford anything. Clothes
are too expensi se, so you have to

take what you can and work with
It, she said.
Dance major Kerry Talbot said,
"People always ask me if I am uncomfortable, but fashion is my comfort. I’m most comfortable when Irtn
dressed up."
Alan Mok. an accounting major.
said he dresses according to his
mood.
"On ugly days I like to wear
jeans. and on good days I like to
wear hutton-down collars. the outfit
that fits your personalit
he said.
SJM may not he id’ kit ly adhering
to this halls fashion guideline.. hut
nonetheless.

e still have sty le.

GOLD RING SALE

60 OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

JOB OPENINGS

11,111

’LIFEGUARD:
3

Certified in Advanced Lifesaving,
CPR and First Aid
25 c
Glass of
Michelob draft

With the purchase of any sands.
OUR WIDE SELECTION CY
SANDWICHES INCLUDE
CLUB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE!
01 E. San Carlos 947-1331
New Hours
Fri Sat until 11 PM
Sunday 10-6
Vtth this coupon A: SISD

’SWIM INSTRUCTOR:
Certified in Advanced Lifesaving, CPR,
First Aid and Water Safety Instruction
*Applicants will be tested on:
-Swimming 1000 yards under 20 minutes
-Advanced lifesaving skills
-Written exam on Sat., Sept. 3 at 9 am

Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice

NciriNE7-1\
)S

J( TENS
, r__./ko
MF

8/29 9/2
APPLICATIONS:

Student Union Aquatic Center

For more information call Caryn at 924-6345

RICA

rime.

COLLEGE

10-6

R

Deposit Required

$ 20
1‘,,yrtler,t

0,5 SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
iSO’ler nun 1,1,1115

Sec 010 I

,,,plcte ring

wiettion on displ,h, II so 40 I
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Snaky

Video
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From page 1
krt, babysitting their children or just
sitting down and talking to them.
The hour or two that you spend
can make a difference in the quality
of life. The giver gets a whole lot
more than the receiver," Walters
said.
To attract student volunteers, internship credit is available to
numerous majors. Walters said he
hopes this type of community service will become a requirement for
graduation.
The video targets college students. Walters said there are an estimated 7 million college students nationwide. Of these, approximately
7(X) to 1,0(X) are known to have
AIDS.
The tape is being distributed to 3,340 junior colleges and universities
across the nation to be used at student orientations.
The video was not shown at
SJSU’s orientation because the academic year began before the video
was completed.
It will be shown all day Thursday,
Sept. I in the Student Union. The
video is also available for showing
through the Public Health Education
for faculty.
Doug Duran

Daily staff

Jim Walters discusses AIDS video in which he appears
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tion at SJSU’s because the campus
impressed him.
During his nine years as director
of career planning, he in turn impressed people on campus.
"Brody has carried out the organizational improvements to the services and to the operation as a whole
very, very well," Staley said.
As dean of student services Brody
plans several changes.
He would like to increase the
availability of services to students.
and has already obtained a directors’
agreement that services will be open
during lunch hours. Expanding evening hours is being considered as

well.
Brody has also put together an
equity committee to assist minority
students during their education at
SJSU.
Besides increasing the visibility of
student services on campus, Brady’s
more personal goal is to "foster a
constructive relationship between
the administration and the students.
"A person can’t be it.good administrator being isolated from the students," Brody said.
He plans to meet with as many
students as possible, so that he can
get an accurate picture of the university as a whole.

Artist

has a lot of power, especially the
later pieces compared with the others. The depth he has in his newer
work is really something special."

said. "It sounded interesting so I
went and I was suiprised I liked it.
It’s really different. I like all the col

Business student Matt Minic described the artist’s work as "interesting. I’m not really much into modern
art. I like the photocollages."
Cathi Kinman, a psychology
major, was sitting in the Student
Union eating lunch when she heard
over the loud speaker that Hoffman’s
show was about to begin. She had
some time between classes so she attended the show.
"You know, I like it," Kinman

Jim Rinehart, a hoard member at
SJSU’s student credit union, attended the exhibit to look for art
work from students which could be
hung on the office walls at his work.
"They’re appeasing colors,"
Rinehart said, explaining why he
liked Hoffman’s work. "I think they
have a calming nature. It’s appealing
to me. It doesn’t make any
statements. I think art should be
pleasing to the viewer."

Frma page 1
and beeswax mixed with pigment in
an art process called "encaustic."
Encaustic, Hoffman said, "is a
painting technique (for wall paintings) which goes back to the time of
the Greeks."
About 40 people attended the
champagne reception held in honor
of the opening of Hoffman’s exhibition.
Ruby King, an art major, said that
she enjoyed Hoffman’s work. "It
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Dean: Administrator strives for student contact
Frimt page I
His next position was assistant director of career planning and placement at the University of New
Hampshire. He also was district director of the Greater Boston Chapter
of the Muscular Dystrophy Association of America.
In 1977, Brody became a director
of career planning and placement at
Kent State University in Ohio.
The interim dean holds a bachelor’s degree in political science and a
master’s degree in counseling and
personnel services.
Sun and skiing attracted Brody to
California, but he accepted the posi-
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"People with AIDS are people,
too. Get to know them." Walters
said in the video.
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Berke Breathed
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Delta 727 crashes, breaks in half, and claims 13 lives
GRAPEVINE, Texas (AP) --- A
Delta Air Lines jetliner carrying
more than 1(X) people crashed and
burned on takeoff today at Dallas-

Fort Worth Airport, killing 13 people and injuring more than 60, officials said.
The Boeing 727 en route to Salt

Lake City went down in hazy sun shine, broke in two and burst into
flames on a flat, grassy field near the
runway.
Sunday ev.Ing et 10.00 PM at
Campui. Chrletlen Center, 10th
$an Carlos For mom !Mormon.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
have plans with quality coverage
et Itordable prices Call Mark Fill.. (408)943-9190 lore no obliga-

NEED

tion quote
PUT

YOUR

CAREER

INTO

HIGH

GEAR, Register your resume now
with the professional career program Cell (408) 243-4070 for details
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
end money too For information
e nd brochure see A S office or

STUDENT

call (4013)371-6811

AUTOMOTIVE
AM FOR RENT. across trw SJSU Nice
h.., Interior Must tie clean.
fun, responsible. 5295 288-5016

COMPUTERS
16P-41C PROGRAMMABLE CALCUL A
TOR tend new Cost 5145 ask $80
Cali 924-4695 or see al MH514

FOR SALE
FOR SALE’ DAYBED $145. queen mattress set $185. toil sire mattress
set $135, bunkbed set complete
$200 Everything brand new Call
e ill el 973-1527
GETS HIM TO PUT DOWN the TOILET
SEATS Send 52 to 0 K Productions, P0 Bo. 360190, MlIptles,
C 95035

Do II TODAY!

PARKING PERMIT for salem Contecl
Kendy et (415)528-3387

HELP WANTED
AD MAJORS, JRS A SRS ..1.1 to
find and service new acct. for
start-up ad frgency Min 1 yr sales
?
high comm Make your own
hour., call 964-8235
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA.
TORS needed on greveyd shift
e nd weekend shift (26-40 hr work
week) Requires 1.3 yrs mach or
elan assembly owe or *quilt eal in
the sciences or computer prog
citizen We otter
Must be US
Call
1000.
...lib
education
41$ 493.1800, 0445. VARIAN
BABYSiTTER WANTED pert -time 8-12
no.rs week Fie.lble scheduling
mound your class. $250 to
$4 hr depending on expor1.0.
One y.r old baby Combrien
area Call 981-1602
BONUSES PAID WEEKLY. @met ha

o bis to reed and speak good Eng.
Ilan For appointment call Mac st
998-1900.0M 726
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
55 to 50 hr PT F7 positions
Northern California Nannies. 175
San Antonio Ad. Los Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933, (415) 9492933
DO YOU DESERVE to shirt st the
TO P? If you re looking to improve upon your business end
communication skills, earn min.
’mum wage of $7 00 hr , Mum flex-

ONLY THE FUN A ENERGETIC may
spiny, Plus A GO GO is now so
cepting applications, FT. PT

PERSONALS
CATHOLIC NEWMAN commuter),

Counter, cooks, drivers Drivers
need own car,cln DMV, must be
10,5059 hr 135W Santa Clam

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30
6 00 PM. Campus Christian
For
Canter. 10th A San Crlos
more Into about other actIvIties
cell Felhor Bob Leger or Sister

PART TIME PRE SCHOOL teacher,
Hobbit Dey Nursery. 571 N 3rd St
2-6PM, pays $8 hr Must heve ECE
units Call Meg at 266-0683
PEOPLE

NEEDED
to
promote
FAIRMONT Privilege Club Tom -

positions for approx 6
weeks mrs. shifts ...liable 9-1.
1-5, 5-9, Mon -Fri $5.hr plus

1130 now,

DAILY AND WEEKLY

EARN MONEY tor yourself 01 college.
Investment of $20 to $500 WIII
double In 45 days’! Send $2 for
details Phillips. 11700 E Wetter.
man. Suite 124, Wichita, Kan.
87207
ENGINEERING MAJORS interested in
chance 10 9.1 real world speri
ence during your senior year?
Frito-Lay has an opportunity tor
menufacturing
you to work in
environment es a Student Engl.
neer Our San Jose facility has
many maintenance end production projects that need completion in addition to the expori.ce
we II pay you $10 en hour If your
Interested. walk over to the Coop.
manse Education Dept. located In
Fluikling O. and submit r.ume
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring lunch
bustlers end waiters Greet student lob Call 280-6161, 374$ 1st
ST
GOVT JOBS $18.037- 569.405
dial, hiring, Your ree Call freI-516-459-3611,
est
furklable)
F404 for Federal List 2400.
HELP WANTED Macintosh inmate
person to work small office Desktop publiehIng helpful Onset al.
mospher Jeans ok end boss Is
mostly pone PT A N. time Cell
Fred .1 998-9872
LOOKING FOR BRIGHT, rnotiveted,
enthultilllic person interested In
on internship in marketing, *direr
tieing public relation. Work for
credo Great opportunity Mr greet
...Hence. lots of sciffts Coo’
Tony Sgro. Any Mountain
led
L Id 2554182

PROMOTIONS A MARKETING Pizza
A GO GO is seeking 5 tun er energetic student ror S J State
product rep Flexible hrs. salary
bonus Canted Michael (415)

ASST need.’ nights end
weekends (15-20 hrii..1) For Information call Russell’s Furniture
at 216-7393

ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC.Unwented

heir removed penturnently Confidential by appointment only, 2477488, 335 S Baywood Ave San

408-978-2002
THERE IS A FAST an

lions Available for I Engineering
commis. EIT. Calculus. General
end Organic Chemistry, Physics,
Fr more 20 deferent Woks evell.
M. et Spertan Bk. idownetalra)
A Roberts Bookstore
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and part lirrie positions, all shifts No imprelence
needed We Rein Apply Mon-Frl
8 AM-5PM. 260 Meridian Ave
Jos.

anted minimum wage of $7hr
Enjoy evening and weekend
hours Call Mitch for more details
01 924.1130
AMERICAN

NOW

len by others You
d.’t have to do it elone Someone special is walling to meet
you. Hurry! Call today! Must be
any toll

over 113 mere. 52

SERVICES

SAVINGS

offers you 1 year Ise free checking sccl Enroll before 93098,
call (401)2946000 TODAY!

TAM -Centre’. Cm 219,924-2517

Can

Mac at MINA TOS, 984-9711

HOUSING

REPROOFREADING
EDITING
SEARCH quality work .8.ne-

ROOMMATE
CHRISTIAN
wanted to Mem 2 bd. 2 98th
apt 10 min from SJSU 14505
your own room, privete bath, rs.
Is 5290n10 CAM Scott or Kurl et

ROOM AVAILABLE In 3 Odom apt FEMALE postod, non-ornoker arid
2111-1594

pars (S2.00 p Obi sp.hgroup proMcf s. these.. resumes (S10.00).
letters. at. APA, MLA, Tureblan

Your eluded Credit

Union-tomtits Include TultIonBooks-Compute L.ns Cornpang.* Savings Rehm
Free
Check Writing CeshIng .Menu.
t.tura Hanover GEL’S

Valus-

A At

SECRETARY with computer
Close to school. Available night
and day. Rush lobs are my specl.
alloy Cell Pam .1 )400) 225-5025 or

PHONE NUMBERS for school work,
parents or friends 24 hr day We
can even page you Call 365-2872
PROFESSIONAL

DISC

JOCKEY

(408)225-9009

by

Nein.* Michel. formerly of KSJS
You’ve pot the party. we’ve got
the music, Michel Productions
provides W. variety of music
tor your wedding party or dance

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Academic
word processing our specialty
Guarenteed
quality
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing

WRITING,

RESEARCH

SERVICES

reports, thee,.
Mc at 251-0449

Academic thesis

essielance,
Ohoshariting All subjects OuelIn. writers Resume Re-wrltCatalog Berkeley (415) 841.

ACHIEVEMENT,

ACKNOWLEDGEABLE In typing thar tops
Trust TONY, 296-2087 Thanks
SI 50 pm page double sp..
Available seven days weekly

r-

Science).

No charge minor editing Rates by
page. hour or lob Form. legal
Wwretary Writs Type-972-9430

TYPING
ACCOUNTABILITY,

(asp

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Torn,
papers. theses, r.urnes, letters

5038

AAAA-ACCURACY

Res-

onable rites Wry re fastriep.
dab*, prammerwirperienced COL
is. grade eo call us with papers,

NI reasonable rotes Call Dealree
or Phil 81 249-2820 or 922.7359

A

TYPING SERVICE Reasonable
Free disk store. Free

rot.

pies -up era dienvery
8936

Cell 270-

EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSING
and typing services On-campus

formats

OuaL. quer. (2$
yrs.
(4011)274-3684
imp ) Call Coo
(lea. rommage)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
scadernic.lwainesiElegal
WOrd
processing needs Term papers,
reports. rimuourefrefters. group
projects.rnanuals,theses. etc Let
ter quality, All tormats plus APA
Free disk storage, SPELCHEK
,punctuellongrammar
wale
All work guarentsed For

lance

thin professlonel.quick I dependeble worry -free service at Its beeL
call PAM al 247-2681 (Santa Clore)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT I FAO.
ULTY RATES,
Flea year, esti typist tralo is *sport...ow In ALL formate Including
APA(NURSING DEPT) for ALL
your typIng needs ( THESES)
Cali Linde The Write Type. 285181 5l116-10PM, Mon-Sot p-ir del
twice deify.

-1

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approxanate)y 30 letters and spaces for each (loe)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Ons
Two Throe
Day
Days Days
3 Lines $355 $435 $475
4 Lines $435 $515 $555
5 Lines $515 $600 $635
6 Lines $595 $680 $715
Each Additional Lune Add $ BO

Four
Days
$500
$5 80
$660
$740

1_1_1_1111111111111111111111111111

Fevit
Days
$520
$6 00
$6 BO
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
51 05
$1 20
Si 35

1111111111111111111111111111111

111111_1,111111111111111111111111

11.11111

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $63 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
15 Plus Lines $8000
Phone: 924-3277

Phone

Address

Cily

& State

Enclosed ,s $

Zrp

For

_

Lines

Days

Call

MALE

reat Plea.

pickup.’ Letter met Term pa-

anteed Thanks.

l:deft.. Call Dee al 292-7029
Join WSFCU

Newly
HOUSE
Joel oft campus
painted W W crpets, drapes
piano. 5825 Couple. elan
292-7247 efrer 5PM

Quick turnaround All work guar-

7273 or drop by our (Once et 8th
end San Salvador

in

TUTOR FOR PAY, 55 per hour On
Campus,UPWARD BOUND, Winn-

WAITRESS NEEDED for
Resteurent. JAPANTOWN

hi, Member Privileges Cell 947-

San

START AT the TO P end stay More,
Partkipote in our paid training
Learn valuable communication
guar.
and busin. skills Earn

STUDENTS"?

Hort

asp wey
to miret quality people for romance or friendship Social and
sports partners an. sl. evellabie
You may choose to Peeve your
own message or hear six different

Jose
EXAM FILES frrn Professors throughout the USA Exam problems w
the professors own detailed seek

322-6164

214-5411
OFFICE

Judy Ryan at 296-0204

about .tivnles, call Rev
Firnhabor 51 291.0204.

emery

e nd en opportunity tor car.r advancement. then call Mitch at 924-

ible evening and weekend hours.

Classified

Circle a Classification:
Help Wanted
Announcements
Housing
Automotive
Computers
Lost and Found
For Sale
Personals

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

SENO CHECK. MONEY ORDER
ON CAIN TO.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Son Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

ClowiliW Doi tasted Owe* OMEN
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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